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    "An amazing book that talks to our hearts, that  frees our spirits and gives us permission to be inconsistent, wild, sexy,  confident, spiritual, successful  and loving women."
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    NEW EDITION Red Moon 

     Understanding and  using the creative, sexual and spiritual gifts of the menstrual cycle. 

    By Miranda Gray        

      Published by Dancing  Eve Publications 

    > Buy Red Moon now 

    Ancient Menstrual  Wisdom for Modern Women 

    For our ancestors the  menstrual cycle was a source of wonderful creative, spiritual, sexual,  emotional, mental and physical energies. It was a gift that empowered women to  renew themselves each month, to manifest and create the world around them, to  connect deeply with the land and their family, and to express deep wisdom and  inspiration. This ancient female teaching is still available to us in our  mythology and nursery tales. 

    Combining  storytelling and traditional tales with practical tools and methods (including  the ‘Moon Dial’), Miranda Gray introduces modern women to their cyclic nature  and guides them in expressing a passionate and creative cycle-empowered life. 

    Red Moon helps women  to: 

    	 interact positively with the  energies of the menstrual cycle
	apply these energies creatively,  sexually and spiritually
	 re-awaken the cyclic myths for  themselves and for future generations


    For more information: enquiries@mirandagray.co.uk 

  
    DON'T MISS!

    Red Moon - the Oracle 

    Messages from the Sacred Feminine within you 

    [image: ]
      This beautiful  set of 41 cards and guidebook explores the   deep healing, completing and  empowering energies of the Cyclic Goddess. Through this oracle She brings you  guidance and wisdom,   connecting you to the four goddesses so that you may  realise your power   and spiritual beauty as a woman and share these gifts with  the world   to create greater peace and love.

    COMING SOON IN SIX LANGUAGE VERSIONS!

    > FIND OUT MORE    
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